
 

 

Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. 
Seven Lecturers – A, B, C, D, E, F and G will go to Seven different Universities namely Indian Institute of Science, University 
of Delhi, Banaras Hindu University, Osmania university, IIT Madras, Shivaji University and University of Mumbai but not in 
necessarily same order to give guest lectures. They take lectures on the subjects like Economics, History, Electronics, 
Computer, Agriculture, Bio Technology and Chemistry but not necessarily in the same order. They delivers lectures on 
Monday to Sunday(of the same week) not necessarily in same order. 
 A gives guest lecture in Indian Institute of Science either in Economics or Bio Technology. The person who give guest 

lecture on the seventh day of the week went to University of Mumbai and He is expert in Chemistry. C does not give 
lecture in Bio Technology 

 B takes the lecture on Wednesday only and He is not expert in computer and Economics The lecturer who takes guest 
lecture in agriculture went on Thursday and neither in University of Delhi nor in Shivaji University. 

 D delivers lecture on Electronics in Osmania Univeresity except on Monday and Tuesday. C delivers a guest lecture at 
Banaras Hindu University and takes lecture one day before D. 

 G does not went to Thursday.On the second day of the week F gives the guest lecture in Shivaji University.The 
lecturer who delivers lecture on Friday is not expert in Computer, Bio Technology and Economics. 

1. Which of the following subject is handled by A? 
A) Computer 
B) Electronics 
C) Chemistry 
D) History 
E) Economics 
 
2. Which of the following combinations of “University – Day” is True with respect to the given arrangement? 
A) Osmania University – Friday 
B) University of Mumbai -Saturday 
C) IIT Madras – Thursday 
D) University of Mumbai – Friday 
E) Osmania University – Thursday 
 
3. According to the arrangement, B is related to? 
A) Computer 
B) Electronics 
C) Chemistry 
D) Bio Technology 
E) Economics 
 
4. In this arrangement, A is related to Monday, F is related to Tuesday then C is related to? 
A) Thursday 
B) Friday 
C) None of the given options is true. 
D) Saturday 
E) Sunday 
 
5. Who among the following went to Banaras Hindu University? 
A) B 
B) C 
C) A 
D) D 
E) F 

 

Directions (Q. 6-10): Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions. 
Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circular table facing away from the centre. Each of them has a 
different rank in mock test, viz 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th but not necessarily in the same order. 
A and C, whose rank is 3rd, can never sit together. There are two persons between the persons whose ranks are 7th and 
5th. The person whose rank is 5th sits second to the right of F. H does not rank 2nd or 1st and he is also immediate 
neighbour of the one whose rank is 5th. The person whose rank is 1st cannot sit with the person whose rank is 4th. 
There are two persons sitting between C and the person whose rank is 6th. B and E are immediate neighbours of each 
other. The person whose rank is 1st sits on the immediate left of the person whose rank is 8th. A is second to the right of 
the person whose rank is 7th. D’s rank is neither 6th nor 7th. E and G are not immediate neighbours. G, who does not rank 
5th, sits on the immediate right of H. There is only one person sitting between those two persons whose ranks are 8th and 
6th.There is only one person sitting between G and the person whose rank is 6th and the person can never be F. 
6.Which of the following pairs of persons and ranks is definitely true? 



 

 

A) C – 8th 
B) D – 1st 
C) G – 3rd 
D) B – 7th 
E) All are false 
 
7.How many persons are sitting between E and B when counted in anticlockwise direction from B? 
A) None 
B) Two 
C) Three 
D) Five 
E) Six 
 
8.Which of the following is the position of F with respect to the person whose rank is 4th? 
A) Second to the left 
B) Third to the right 
C) Third to the left 
D) Fourth to the right 
E) Can’t be determined 
 
9.If A interchanges his place with the person whose rank is 2nd, then which of the following is the position of the person 
whose rank is 3rd with respect to the person whose rank is 6th? 
A) Second to the left 
B) Second to the right 
C) Third to the right 
D) Third to the left 
E) None of these 
 
10.Which of the following is the rank of H? 
A) 3rd 
B) 4th 
C) 5th 
D) 1st 
E) Can’t be determined 

 

In each question below are given three statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to 
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then 
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 
(11-12): Statements: All politicians are men. Every man is wise. Some wise are experienced. 
11. Conclusions:  
I.Some politicians are experienced. 
II.Some men being experienced is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
12. Conclusions:  
I.At least some wise are experienced. 
II.At least some men are experienced. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 

 

In each question below are given three statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to 
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then 
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 



 

 

 (13-14): Statements: All actors are dancers. No dancer is a singer. Some singers are musicians. 
13. Conclusions:  
I.No musician is a dancer. 
II.Some dancers being musicians is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
14. Conclusions:  
I.Some actors being musicians is a possibility. 
II.Some singers being actors is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 

 

In each question below are given three statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to 
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then 
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 
 (15-16): Statements: Some newspapers are magazines. All newspapers are books. Some books are journals. 
15. Conclusions:  
I.No journal is a magazine. 
II.Some newspapers being journal is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
16. Conclusions:  
I.Some journals are newspapers. 
II.All magazines are books. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
In each question below are given three statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to 
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then 
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 
(17-18): Statements: All petals are flowers. No flower is a colour. All colours are fruits. 
17. Conclusions:  
I. No colour is a petal. 
II.All fruits being colours is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
18. Conclusions:  
I. At least some petals are colours. 
II.Some flowers being fruits is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 



 

 

E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
In each question below are given three statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You have to 
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and then 
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding commonly known 
facts. Give answer 
19. Statements: All dolls are toys. Some toys are gems. Some gems are boxes. 
Conclusions:  
I. Some toys are dolls. 
II.Some boxes are toys. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 
 
20. Statements: Some days are nights. Some nights are weeks. All weeks are months. 
Conclusions: 
I. Some months are nights. 
II.All weeks being days is a possibility. 
A) if only conclusion I follows. 
B) if only conclusion II follows. 
C) if either conclusion I or II follows. 
D) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 
E) if both conclusions I and II follow. 

 

Directions (21-25): Study the following information to answer the given questions:  
With a certain code language, 
‘care adjust found under’ is written as ‘#6a @5u $5f %4c’, 
‘damage part road order’ is written as ‘#4p $4r @5o %6d’, 
‘emperor entire attempt sad’ is written as ‘#7a $3s @7e %6e’, and 
‘proud under online adjust’ is written as ‘%6o @5u $5p #6a’. 
21. What is the code for ‘road’? 
A) @5o 
B) #4p 
C) $4r 
D) %6d 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
22. What is the code for ‘attempt under entire’? 
A) #6a @7e #7a 
B) @5u @5o $3s 
C) %6e #7a @5u 
D) None of these 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
23. What does ‘$5p %4c @7e’ stand for? 
A) under found attempt 
B) care proud emperor. 
C) care sad adjust 
D) entire proud emperor 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
24. What will be the code for ‘butter court used’? 
A) %6b #5r @6c 
B) #3y @6d %4r 
C) %8b $5g @4t 
D) $4d #5c @6b. 
E) None of these 
 
25. What is the code for ‘damage sad online’? 
A) @6o $3s %6d 
B) #3s @6d %4r 



 

 

C) %6o $3s @6d 
D) $4d #5c @6b 
E) None of these 

 
Directions (26-30): Study the following information to answer the given questions: 
With a certain code language, 
‘hole create black bestows’ is written as ‘f $h l#b t!b f%c’, 
‘report letters till civil’ is written as ‘m#c t!l u%r m$t’, 
‘guard also failure junked’ is written as ‘e%j e#g p$a f!f’, and 
‘into export every meeting’ is written as ‘z#e u%e p$i h!m’. 
26. What is the code for ‘letters’? 
A) u%r 
B) m#c 
C) t!l 
D) m $t 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
27. What is the code for ‘report create meeting’? 
A) t!l u%e f$h 
B) h!m u%r f%c 
C) l#b u%r m $t 
D) None of these 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
28. What does ‘t!b u$l u#c’ stand for? 
A) under bestows attempt 
B) court last bestows 
C) care hole adjust 
D) black proud emperor 
E) Cannot be determined 
 
29. What will be the code for ‘butter would used’? 
A) t$r y#d e#w 
B) s%b g!r e$u 
C) t!g f%b e#v 
D) e$u s%b e#w 
E) None of these 
 
30. What does ‘e$t i#b f%c’ stand for? 
A) tallest fish into 
B) could best earn 
C) centre told bench 
D) ice earn calorie 
E) None of these 

 
Directions (31-36) : A word arrangement machine, when given a particular input, rearranges it following a 
particular rule. The following is the illustration of the input and the steps of rearrangement. 
         Input : book now 17 14 22 among brand 24 flag 27 
         Step I : 14 17 book now 22 among brand 24 flag 27 
         Step II : 14 17 among book now 22 brand 24 flag 27                                    
         Step III : 14 17 among book 22 24 now brand flag 27 
         Step IV : 14 17 among book 22 24 brand flag now 27 
         Step V : 14 17 among book 22 24 brand flag 27 now 
         Step V is the last step. 
         Input : 48 18 pleasant meeting 33 code 35 37 41 first doctor 44 star 
31. Which element is third to the right of ‘first’ in step V? 
A) 37                             
B) pleasant                
C) star                                    
D) 48                                         
E) None of these 
 



 

 

32. How many steps will be required to complete the arrangement of the given input? 
A) Five                          
B) Six                          
C) Seven                               
D) Eight                                    
E) None of these 
 
33. Which of the following is the third element from the left end of step III? 
A) 37                             
B) 48                           
C) code                                 
D) doctor                                  
E) None of these 
 
34. What is the position of ‘meeting’ in the final step? 
A) 7th from the left                                       
B) 2nd from the right                                             
C) 8th from the left            
D) 5th from the right                                                                                
E) None of these 
 
35. Which step number is the following output? 
     ‘18 33 code doctor 35 37 first meeting 41 44 48 pleasant star’ 
A)  Step V                                                       
B) Step VI                                                                
C) Step VII          
D) There is no such step                               
E) None of these 
 


